In this unit, the robot will play several sports and we will see some of the benefits of physical exercise: our body, self-esteem, better sleep, etc. Each unit has activities with 3 levels of difficulty:

**EASY LEVEL:** you are going to recognize your goal on each board and to move the robot. (Reading ability is not required. I could only present images of some objects.)

**MEDIUM LEVEL:** you can use provided board or create your own. On this level it is possible to use QR codes to get more information about the topics and involve the ability of reading.

**ADVANCE LEVEL:** you have to cooperate with other people. It's a level for 2 or more players.
UNIT 8: SPORTS
In this unit, the robot will play several sports and we will see some of the benefits of physical exercise.

EASY LEVEL

My sports activities

What sport am I practising?

Move the robot on the board (left, right, or north-south movements ...). In each box, you have to guess the sport it is and make some movement related (for example throwing basket, etc.)

You have board to help with explanations

MEDIUM LEVEL

My sports activities

What sport am I practising?

Move the robot on the board. In each box there is a QR code to get more information about the topics and involve the ability of reading

Search in Wikipedia: Paralympic Sports

Customize yours!